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New IoT Asset Management Solution Pinpoints and Tracks Cars for
Vehicle Lot Operators

-- Silicon Labs' Wireless Technology Enhances Productivity in Automotive Industry --

AUSTIN, Texas, Nov. 27, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) and Cognosos, a Geo IoT platform
provider, collaborated on a wireless networking device to improve how the automotive industry manages
inventories. Built on the Silicon Labs Flex Gecko system-on-a-chip (SoC), the Cognosos RadioTrax tag enables
employees to perform quick online searches or use their smartphones to pinpoint the location and movement
history of cars stored in distributed lots and parking decks, increasing productivity and saving time.

Organizations with large vehicle inventories are frequently required to locate cars at a moment's notice for
maintenance, test drives or auctions. Large automotive operations manage thousands of cars and often have
multiple lots and parking decks, creating a location tracking challenge that can drastically slow down business
operations.

"Cognosos identified a time-intensive problem within the automotive industry and applied new IoT technology to
create a superior experience for business operators," said Ross Sabolcik, Vice President and General Manager of
IoT products at Silicon Labs. "The Silicon Labs Flex Gecko wireless SoC helped reduce the size, cost and
complexity of the RadioTrax tag, giving Cognosos the freedom to innovate a disruptive product for the
automotive industry."

To track vehicles using the Cognosos Geo IoT platform, the end user uses a smartphone application to scan the
RadioTrax tag and associates it by scanning the car's VIN or stock number. The vehicle quickly shows up on a
digital map, along with instructions on how to reach it. The Cognosos RadioTrax tag is secured to the visor or
rear-view mirror of every car and transmits a sub-GHz radio message using patented wireless technology. The
RF device includes an accelerometer to detect motion whenever the car is moved. Unlike previous RFID
alternatives requiring extensive infrastructure and only showing the last known location of a car, the RadioTrax
solution displays the car's real-time location.

"Silicon Labs' technology was critical in helping us deliver a new level of wireless innovation at a low-price point
for our customers," says Jim Stratigos, Co-Founder and CTO of Cognosos. "The Flex Gecko SoC enabled us to
pack more wireless and processing functionality into our device while using less power."

Since launching the RadioTrax product 18 months ago, Cognosos has grown quickly and is already working to
expand its IoT offering to include both indoor and outdoor asset and inventory management tracking
technologies.

About Cognosos 
Cognosos creates advanced Geo Internet of Things (IoT) solutions that enable enterprises to increase sales,
improve operational efficiency, and deliver a standout customer experience. Its RadioCloud® platform enables
enterprises to deploy value-creating services with greater reliability and at a fraction of the cost of competing
approaches. For more information, visit cognosos.com.

Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for a smarter, more
connected world. Our award-winning technologies are shaping the future of the Internet of Things, Internet
infrastructure, industrial automation, consumer and automotive markets. Our world-class engineering team
creates products focused on performance, energy savings, connectivity and simplicity. silabs.com

Connect with Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs PR Contact: Dale Weisman +1-512-532-5871, dale.weisman@silabs.com 
Follow Silicon Labs at news.silabs.com, at blog.silabs.com, on Twitter at twitter.com/siliconlabs, on LinkedIn at
linkedin.com/company/siliconlabs and on Facebook at facebook.com/siliconlabs.

Cautionary Language 
This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Labs' current expectations. These
forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual
results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could
impact Silicon Labs' financial results and cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-
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looking statements, please refer to Silicon Labs' filings with the SEC. Silicon Labs disclaims any intention or
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise.

Note to editors: Silicon Labs, Silicon Laboratories, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon
Labs logo are trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks
of their respective holders.
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